
 

How did Stalin take control of the party? 

1. Stalin was the General Secretary of the Communist Party  

    And got his supporters into important positions. 

2. Trotsky was brilliant, but nobody liked him and he wanted 

     to try to cause a world revolution. 

3. Stalin covered  up Lenin’s  Will and  got Trotsky exiled            

4. The Politburo was divided in two parts & Stalin played 

   each  side against the other: 

 

THE USE OF TERROR!  STALIN IS RUSSIA!!!!! 

Stalin’s dictatorship used terror, which came from his 

paranoia and desire to be a totalitarianist. He created a 

CULT OF PERSONALITY!!! 

1. Stalin believed USSR had to be united w/ him as leader 

2. He believed the USSR had 10 years to catch up with  

    the Western world before Germany invaded.  

3. Stalin became more paranoid & saw plots everywhere.  

4. He censored anything that reflected badly on him 

5. Propaganda was everywhere! Statues, posters, etc. 

6. Mothers taught that Stalin was wisest man !  

7. History books and photos were changed to make him the 

     Hero of the revolution!  

Once in power, Stalin made many changes:  

What were the FIVE YEAR PLANS? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By creating a larger labor force in the cities, 

what problems were caused? 
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What was COLLECTIVIZATION?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

.By 1934, 26 million  farms were taken. Famine 

hits and 10 million died. Resistors were sent to 

labor camps called the GULAG! 

 

What are purges? 

 

 

 

Who were targeted? 

 
 
 
 

Source B;  Soviet propaganda – such as this 1936 poster – 

portrayed Stalin as the natural successor to the great Communist 

heroes Marx, Engels and Lenin. 

 

1. Define the following: Politburo, Leon Trotsky 

  , Five  Year Plans. Collectivization capital goods 

2. Do sources A and B agree about the relationship  between 

    Lenin and Stalin.  Explain. 

3. How accurate an interpretation is Source B of Stalin’s rise  

    to power? Explain your answer. 

4. Describe HOW Stalin rose to power.  Why did Stalin,rather 

    than Trotsky, succeed Lenin as the  Leader of the USSR? 

5. What was Stalin’s 5 year plan? Why did Stalin  feel Russia  

     needed to change? How would it  modernize  Russia? 

6.  What was Collectivization? Did it hurt or help  the USSR? 

7. In your opinion, does Stalin’s rise to power show the  

    characteristics of a totalitarian?  Why or why not? 

8. Describe the Purges of the 1930s.  

9.  Why did Stalin use terror to control Russia?  

      Describe two methods Stalin used to terrify his people 

 


